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ENTRIES 
LIMITED PLACES!. First series fee €60, re-entries €45. 

 RESERVATIONS: Only reservations paid to the following bank account will be guaranteed a place in 

the desired squad(s): ES23 2038 6023 6460 0024 6888 (Account holder: Club Euro Bowling Torre-
vieja). 
NOTE: A minimum of 8 entries is required for each squad. 

Please send proof of payment via e-mail to tournaments@eurobowlingtorrevieja.com by 14/10/2014, 
indicating the full name(s) of the bowler(s) and the desired squad times for the first series and the re-
entries. 

 PRELIMINARY NON-BINDING RESERVATIONS: Can be made by phone (+34 622 053 117, +34 607 532 203) 

or by dropping an e-mail to tournaments@eurobowlingtorrevieja.com, indicating the full name(s) of the 
bowler(s) and the desired squad times for the first series and the re-entries. 

 “EARLY BIRD”: We offer the option of bowling the opening series one week before the finals at the price 

of a re-entry, i.e. €45, either Saturday 18 or Sunday 19. And we add an interesting extra: to participate in 
the monthly tournament of Ozone Torrevieja (€25), which carries a prize fund of €500 to be distributed 
between the top four bowlers, on Sunday, 19 October (see rules at www.eurobowlingtorrevieja.com). 
Total price: 70 euros.  
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RULES FOR THE 2nd CITY OF TORREVIEJA OPEN 

PLACE & DATES OZONE BOWLING TORREVIEJA, 18th – 26th October 2014. 

PARTICIPATION Any bowler holding a NATIONAL license or issued by any INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION is wel-
come to participate. 

NATIONAL VALIDITY The tournament is valid for the ranking and average lists of the FBCV. 

CATEGORIES Mixed categories based on the latest list of the FEB, FBCV, AECB or an INTERNATIONAL 

FEDERATION, in that order: 
A. Averages of 185 or higher. 
B. Averages between 184.99 and 170. 
C. Averages lower than 170. 

SQUADS (PLACES) Saturday 18th: 12:00 (28 places) 

Sunday 19th: 11:00 (28 places)*) 
Tuesday 21st: 21:30 (16 places) 
Thursday 23rd: 21:30 (16 places) 
Friday 24th: 12:30 (28 places)          16:00 (16 places)          21:00 (16 places) 
Saturday 25th: 10:30 (28 places)          14:00 (28 places)          21:00 (16 places) 
Sunday 26th: 09:30 (28 places)*) 
Pace of play is four bowlers per pair of lanes. EBT will make its best effort to supply 
the necessary pacers. The lanes will be redressed before each squad. 

FINALS Sunday 26th, after the last series and redressing of lanes. 

BONUS PINS 10 pins for all ladies. 

QUALIFICATION Series and re-entries of six games American style, changing two pairs of lanes to the 
right after the first three games. The highest series or re-entry applies as the qualifica-
tion result of each bowler. A maximum of three re-entries per bowler are allowed. 

FINALS, 1st STAGE Top nine bowlers of each category (A, B, C) will qualify for this stage. The finalists will 
bowl three games on the same pair of lanes, starting with 50% of the pins of the qual-
ification series. 

FINALS, 2nd STAGE After the first stage the top three bowlers of each category will bowl a one-game step-
ladder final. 

PRIZES Trophies and €4,300 in stipends to cover travel and material costs will be handed out 
to the finalists. 
Champion (A, B, C) .................................................................. 3 x €600 €1,800 
Runner-up (A, B, C) ................................................................. 3 x €300  €900 
3rd Place (A, B, C) .................................................................... 3 x €150  €450 
Rest of the Finalists (mixed) ................................................... 18 x €50  €900 
High Scratch Series (Ladies and Men) ...................................... 2 x €75  €150 
High Scratch Game (Ladies and Men) ...................................... 2 x €50  €100 
 
 
 
 
*) Preference for bowlers arriving from other provinces or autonomous regions. 


